
YOUR ENTIRE BUSINESS 
           AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

◊	 Easy	Access	to	all	Documents	and	Content	

◊	 Work-flow	Automation	&	Rules	Based	Routing

◊	 Capture	OCR	to	Convert	Scanned	AP	Invoices	into	Text

The ONLY Enterprise Content Management System  
Designed Exclusively for Sage 300 CRE
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300 CRE

INTEGRATION

Timberscan is the Only Enterprise Content Management 
System Designed Specifically for Sage 300 CRE

ANY  
DOCUMENT TYPE

Any document or content 
important to your business is 

easily acquired. Documents can 
be saved as TIFF files, PDF or in 

their native format. For example 
Excel, Word, AutoCad drawing, 

pictures, video clips, email,  
or any other format can be saved 

and viewed in their format. 

Native format documents can be 
edited so that the latest version 

is always available.

SHARE

Documents are stored  
in a secure data vault  
and are also available  
within Sage 300 CRE 

Document and field level security 
ensures that only authorized 
personnel can see sensitive 

documents.

Powerful reports put your entire 
business at your fingertips

ACQUIRE & CODE

Acquire documents by scanning, 
drag & drop from emails or 

files. Certain documents can 
be directly imported from third 
party applications. For example 

checks created with Piracle  
or Print Boss.

 
Capture Module reads invoices 

and auto-fills data entry 
eliminating most of the  

invoice coding.

STORE & MANAGE

Timberscan offers complete 
control of what documents  
to store, how to index them  
and where they need to be 

routed for approval. 

Timberscan comes with  
a powerful workflow engine 
so that you can define where 

documents need to be routed. 
With rules based routing, 

complex routing requirements 
can be defined easily. 
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Timberscan is the Leading ECM System for Sage 300 CRE  
with More Than 19,000 Users at Over 1,100 Companies

Timberscan is Renowned for Automating and Simplifying the A/P Approval 
Process. A/P data entry in Timberscan mirrors data entry in Sage utilizing the same data entry grid 
with the same look-ups and advanced functions such as Allocations and Joint Checks. Timberscan also 
provides the same warnings for insurance and compliance.

The Workflow Shown Below is One  
Most Commonly Used by Our Clients 

◊ Invoices & supporting documents are acquired in Timberscan.

◊ Initial Coding does not require the completion of all data entry fields.  
 Coding can be completed during approval.

◊ Your routing rules will automatically route invoices to the right  
 approver(s). Automatic routing can be triggered by job, company, 
 cost code, category, G/L account and many other values.  
 Routing can also be done on the fly

◊ Final Review is an optional step that allows the accounting   
 department to review invoices prior to posting to Sage 300 CRE

◊ Post directly into the Sage database.  
 Posted invoices are in the A/P New File inside of Sage. 

◊ The invoice and supporting document images are viewable  
 in Sage by selecting the paper-clip at the invoice level.

◊ Timberscan creates a complete invoice packet which includes  
 the invoice, approval page, all supporting documents and a copy  
 of the check when cut. 

Timberscan supports other A/P 
workflows. For clients using  
the P/O module there are a 

number of work-flows available. 
Here is one example.

 

◊ PO’s are scanned and routed  
 for approval in Timberscan

◊ Invoices are received in PO module 
 and posted to Sage A/P

◊ Invoices are scanned in Timberscan

◊ Sage A/P Data is imported into 
 Timberscan and easily matched  
 to the invoice image

◊ If the invoice needs approval it goes  
 through the routing process and once 
 approved the image flows to Sage

◊ If invoice doesn’t require approval 
 then the images flow to Sage
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“ The biggest reason we purchased TimberScan was  
to eliminate the large number of paper being shuffled  
all over the office. Because of TimberScan’s automated  
approval process it’s a snap... with no paperwork.  
We now get invoices back from our approvers three times 
as quick. Sometimes I have them back on the same day. Our 
President, who is the final approver, is really impressed with his 
ability to view supporting documents.”
Melissa Ferris | Accounting Manager

Fretz Construction

“ We love TimberScan! The main reason we purchased Timber-
Scan was the accessibility of invoices to everyone. From the 
project managers to the President everyone is experiencing 
increased efficiencies with the ability to quickly see scanned 
images. Our COO can monitor outstanding invoices and it’s a 
fantastic management tool. And at the end of the month, we 
know who’s holding us up. The purchase has paid for itself in 
2 to 3 months. With other vendors, when you say something 
doesn’t work, nothing happens. With TimberScan, you get 
changes via support within a week. I have never seen this type 
of response from a software company.”
Mary Anderson | Chief Financial Officer

Hydro Construction Company

“ We save a gargantuan amount of time with  
TimberScan! No more filing, no more searching 
for invoices. I never worry as I can find any invoice  
from my desk at any time in an instant. The few times we have 
needed support the response times have been quick! Our 
project managers wonder why we didn’t purchase TimberScan 
sooner. They value their time and are thrilled they no longer 
have to hunt down paper.”
Bob Scott | Controller

Thor Construction

“ We needed the flexibility of having approvers working  
at multiple locations and couldn’t afford having paper traveling 
all over. TimberScan paperless routing solved that problem 
and gave us better control over the approval routing. It’s now 
so easy to see who had the invoice and how long they had it. 
Support is great. Calls are returned quickly and you feel that 
you are more than just a number.”
Mark Sistko | Controller

Rental Systems

SECURE, AFFORDABLE AND EASY TO USE
◊ Quick Payback – Reduces approval process by 50% or  

more. Eliminates numerous tasks and saves on paper, toner, storage fees,  
Express Mail fees and many other expenses.

◊ Does not require any additional licenses of Sage 300 CRE (Timberline)

◊ Runs on the Microsoft SQL database platform and ships with SQL Express

◊ Works with Citrix and Terminal Server for remote users

◊ Easy Implementation – Works like Sage 300 CRE.  
Most clients are up and running within a few days.
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You have to see  
TimberScan to truly 
appreciate its power  

and flexibility. 
Join one of our weekly web  

seminars by visiting our website:

timberscan.com

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS


